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1。 Introduction

Re∝

“

ly,Optical bistable devi∝ s(e.gっ S‐SEEDs)
have increased interest duc to mture potential applications

in all‐ optical parallel switching and processing。 1'2)suCh

devi∝s based on the quantum∞nflned Stark erect require

large external reverse bias voltage in order to induce a

sumcient change in electroabsorption.The high operating

vohage of an extemal bias source with∞ mplex metal
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biased optical bistable(NOB)deViCes without extemal

biases have shown a number Of advantages, such as low
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diode devices shoЧ ring a capacilor‐like beha宙 or needed a
high optical power for the generation of large photocurrent,

resulting in the degradation ofdevice perfomance.

In this repo■,we demonstrate the high‐ power
performance of a NOB dcvice fabricated w■ h nOn‐resollant

ノ″″‐diOdes which have a large number of quantum wells

for better light absOrptiono Multiple quantum wells were

equally d宙 ded into two int五nsic reglons in order to

rrlaintain high fleld swing(顔ヽ and tO improve the NOB
perFoュ ニュニanOC in both zttR the ON/OFF signal direrence and

the∞ntrast ratio(CR)ofNOB device.

2.Result and Discussio■

The schelnatic cross‐ seCtiOnal diagram of a NOB

device with a scHal connection of two′′″′′‐diOdes and its
photograph are shown in Fig.1(a)and O),reSpectively.In

eκhノ″威rllctllre,20 pairs of 10/5 11mewide GaAs/
Al。 .。5Ga。_95As extremely shallow quantum wells cSQWS)
and 20 nlm‐ wide Al。 lGa。 9As spacers are sandwiched
between p‐ and n‐ doped Al。 lGaO.9Aso Quarterewavelength
rettector stacks(QWRS)co■ SiSt Of 14 pairs of 72.5/61.6

1un‐wide AIAs/Al。.lGa09As.Anti‐ reflection coating was

熙 de on the top of the“ vice.Contrav lo∞ nventional

externally biased devices, tHs non‐ biased device is
elect五calけ independent ofexterllal electrical source。

Figure 2 plots(a)the 10ad‐ line curve obtained

from the measured respons市 ity,S,deflnedけ the ratiO of

the photocurent to the input laser power with no extemal

bias voltage and o)the cqu市alent circuit of the NOB
device.A‐A'represents the measIIred pOints of thc Pli″ ″‐

C‐ 4‐2

structure made of two pin-drodes connected in parallel. The
device shows the negative differential resistance (/(DR)
feature of the pin diode as well as the maximum
photocurrent (Ip4**) at fonvard bias, satisffing NOB
operation conditions. a'5)

(a)                  (b)

Fig.1(a)the SChematic diagram of a NOB de宙 ce using a serial

collnection of two PJ″″ diOdes and(b)the phOtOgraph of a
fabricated de宙 ce.

The pli″″―diOde made of ESQWs whiCh have low‐ fleld

exciton iottation characte五 stics7,8)is very suitable for the

NOB operation

(a)                      (b)

Fig.2 (a)r―s load‐line cllrve of a′liF″ diOde lmder the
illminatioll of l面 W laser at the exciton wavelength wi■ no

"ernd bMS 
ЮhttQ(b)The equimlent ch面 t of the NOB

de宙ce.V.p denotes the bistable operatioll voltage.

Figure 3 p10ts vtt the measllred voltage tt peak s

position(SmⅨ)and tt the ratio of Smax(at tt tO S血  (at

180
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%o). V,,o* at the fonruard bias means a stable NOB
operation. The condition for .A/DR is that S**/S*i,, >1.
However, the high laser power causes problems such as
photocurrent saturation and I-V ohmic heating, resulting in
the degradation af AR and CR. If the input power exceeds

about 5 mW. R. approaches to l, and V*o can be negative
due to absorption saturation at the forward bias and the
thermal heating at the reverse bias.

1.6

1.4

1.2 R。 =Sttysmin at/″

/″傷 at Smax

00.5 11.522.533.54
Input Power (mW)

Fig. 3 Measured Vmax ond Ro versus the incident laser power.

Figure 4 shows the measured AR of a NOB device
made of pinip-drodes as a function of the bias voltage for
various input laser powers. As the input power increases for
the NOB operation, the degradation of Ro" (V.p) and R.r(-
V"p) are resulted because of thermal heating and exciton
saturation. respectively. The high-power performances of
the present device is imprwed in comparison to other
applied-bias structurest'o). Without an external bias, heat
dissipation power is greatly reduced, while maintaining a
strong absorption and a large electric-field induced by the
pinip stnrcture.

3. Conclusions
We demonstrated that the high-power performance

of the NOB device was considerably enhanced by using
ESQWs in the intrinsic regions of a non-resonant pinip-
structure, which showed the large low-field electro-
absorption and exciton ionization, large AF,, and strong
light absorption without external bias voltage. Contrary to
the conventional devices, the proposed NOB devices are
electrically independent from each other, and a more
densely packed and fault-tolerant optical bistable array can
be realized in a simple layout.
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Fig.4 The renectivity Of′ lin″‐diode versus the bias voltage for

vanous incidentlaser powers on a spot with the dialneter of5 μnl.

コle renectivity Ofthe NOB de宙 ce is dete― led at Vop'S in Fig。 2

(a).
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